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The Design Process at Mount Holyoke 

Features of the space
The Fimbel Maker & Innovation Lab provides a pleasant space that attracts people who 
walk by outside. Our programming seeks to bring people into the space who have a wide 
range of motivations; the physical space, the student and professional staff, and the 
empowering tools and experiences increase the likelihood that they will return.

A pleasant space
•Natural lighting: Floor to ceiling windows; Skylights in metal and wood shop
•Minimize noise: Outdoor dust collection unit; Air compressor in storage; Acoustic 
damping along ceiling of metal and wood shop
•Minimize odors: Roof top units for ventilation; Spray booth and recirculating fume 
hood; Small recirculation units available for soldering and other tasks
•Aesthetic considerations: Main workspace overlooks lake; Appropriate use of bright 
colors; Student contributed designs and additions

Community building
•Lounge area with a kitchenette, which also recognizes cooking and baking as a form of 
making
•Collaboration rooms (aka classrooms), inviting organizations and others to use the space
•Student contributions to the space: A class designed and built the “greeter desk” in the 
lounge, including repurposed materials from elsewhere on campus; Floor pattern 
through entryway and lounge; Logo competition

The lounge provides a communal, social space, complete with cubbies and a kitchenette 
that also recognizes cooking and baking as a form of making.  A student designed and 
constructed greeter’s desk establishes a central check in place to swipe in and answer a 
few quick questions, obtain your badge, check out tools, pay for supplies, or ask 
questions.  The floor pattern is designed by students  

Lounge

General Workspace

The general workspace holds the textile station, electronics station, vacuum former, 3D 
printers, and laser cutters.  Carbon filer fume extraction is available for soldering and 
adhesives, while the laser cutter is exhausted to the roof.   A projector and open, movable 
workbenches allow courses and workshops to be held in the space.  

Metal and Wood Shop

The metal and wood shop holds the CNC router, CNC mill, water jet cutter, welding, 
stationary power tools along with hand tools and a spray booth.  Skylights are in the ceiling, 
one large exterior window, along with windows looking into the main workspace.

Our 2200 person student body consists entirely of women and gender minorities, with 25% international students. From the outset, our goal was to create a space that appeals 
to individuals from diverse backgrounds - nationality, gender, class, experience level, interests - that might not initially think that a space for making would excite or welcome 
them. Our design process explicitly sought to create a pleasant and appealing space that can support pedagogical and scholarly goals of our entire community. 

We were both deliberate about including an academically diverse group of people in conversation and benefited from synergistic occurrences on campus. In 2015, we held an 
interdisciplinary faculty and staff seminar, with faculty participants from studio art, computer science, education, economics, architectural studies, international relations, 
English, and mathematics. Staff from the library and our grants office joined us. This group generated a long term vision for a makerspace at Mount Holyoke that was discipline 
neutral. It was critical to demonstrate support across many disciplines and articulate the ways a makerspace could enhance the education of the students across a wide range 
of activities and fields. Over a year later, Prospect Hall was identified as the future location for the makerspace. Architects were hired in August 2017, and the doors opened to 
students January 2019. Throughout this process, a group of 23 faculty, staff and students stayed involved in determining priorities to help design the space and communicate 
with potential funding sources, with a core group of about seven people from different disciplines. From the outset, we established shared values and transparent 
communication. Our goal was to create a space that could support the largest number of students, faculty and staff as possible, while prioritizing the academic goals of the 
college. This requires a balance between what students and faculty know they will use now and what they might begin to use once they learn about the possibilities, and 
between the interests of many and the specialized tool or space that will enable inspiring projects but may receive less use. Recognizing our goals and the trade offs facilitated 
conversation and allowed us to create a truly interdisciplinary space.

The makerspace at Mount Holyoke embodies the 
values of the liberal arts by embracing problem 
solving and critical thinking through tangible 
projects and hands-on experiences. State-of-the-
art equipment and engaging programming entice 
community members to become risk-takers and 
step out of their comfort zones to try new 
experiences by encouraging curiosity, exploration
and discovery.

The physical, project-based nature of the activities 
provide the motivation to persist through the 
challenges of the iterative design process 
(planning, implementation, refinement/recovery) 
that build resilience. The disappointment of a 
design flaw can be transformed to a cohort-
building moment with peers through the carefully 
constructed inclusive climate that fosters 
collaboration. The “undo” option is not so easily 
available with tangible creations, prompting a 
focus on the design process and analytical thinking 
for managed risk.

Bringing people together across disciplines, skill 
levels, and backgrounds creates an environment 
where teaching and learning occurs on a spectrum 
spanning the informal sharing of tips to the formal 
structure of a course, cultivating strong leadership, 
collaboration and communication practices and 
empowering participants with a framework in 
which to reflect on their own pathways beyond 
makerspace walls. 

Values of a liberal arts 
makerspace

The “brainstorming” and “multipurpose” rooms serve as meeting spaces for classes 
or student groups.  Each has four CAD workstations, and flip-top and movable tables.  

Classrooms and Collaboration
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